Quantity Surveyors: Profile – QS Bureau
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ritz Relling and Willie Steyn, the Partners of QS Bureau Quantity Surveyors, established the company in
1997 bringing the wealth of experience
obtained from various leading companies and abroad to a professional relationship that spans almost as long as
their friendship.
Fritz completed his B.Sc. Quantity Surveying at the University of the Free State
and then went on to obtain a Masters
in Business Leadership (MBL) from the
University of South Africa (UNISA), upon
which he has spent the past 30 years
building up in-depth knowledge and an
admirable skill set on the intricacies of
the profession.
Willie similarly graduated with a B.Sc.
degree in Quantity Surveying from the
University of the Free State and has
honed his professional and interpersonal skills over the past three decades
through multi-facetted projects both
locally and abroad (Swaziland, Angola,
Botswana and Mozambique).
Among the many attributes that set
QS Bureau apart from its competitors
is its highly developed and specialised
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expertise enabling the company to continuously deliver creative and innovative
solutions to maximise returns for clients.
The company is made up of a competent team of specialists that enthusiastically embrace the latest technology,
giving it a competitive edge, and also
ensure that project delivery is always
exceptional, consistent and on time.
In the end it all comes down to hard
work, dedication and building a very
particular work ethic that places clients

in the hands of a team who have the
experience to understand the client’s
needs, offer insightful advice and help
make the right decisions. QS Bureau’s
service ethic is also evident in its past
and current projects, like: Steyn City,
the Soweto Theatre, Fairway Hotel and
Conference Centre, Clearwater Estate,
Tharisa Mine; Unilever Waterfall Home
Care Liquids, Kloofzicht Lodge, M2
Hostel and Klerksdorp Checkers Hyper.

